
misunderctood by some. One of the gay boys die[d] in the end and
some people took this to be punishment for being gay. I'd meant it
a completely different way; I had him die because he wasn't being
true to himself."

ln 1976, Scoppettone tackled alcoholism in her second young adult
novel, Ifie Late Great Me.

"I had done my research," she says, in the book Authors and
Artists for Young Adults (Volume 11), "because I'm a recovered
alcoholic. When I wrote it, I was sober, but I have had years of
being an active alcoholic. This was not my story, however--I didn't
write about myself. ... I do think I was a teenage alcoholic, though,
in the sense that t think I was an alcoholic the first time I picked
up a drink. I didn't get sober until I was in my thirties."

She ventured into the adult genre in t977 with Some Unknown
Person. The book was a mix of fact and fiction, based on the life of
Starr Faithfull, who had an affair with her uncle, the mayor of
Boston, and died mysteriously a few years later. Some Unknown
Person 'was a huge financial success--huge--at the time, and a

huge critical failure," Scoppettone says. "...It still happens to be
one of my favorite books."

Happy Endings Are All Alike, published in 1978, was a lesbian
young adult romance in which one of the main characters gets
ra ped.

Because of its (ironically) bad ending , Happy Endings got a mixed
review in the entry on young adult literature in glbtq, an online
encyclopedia. "...A horrifying subplot undermines the positive
message. though it also effectively exposes the violence that often
accompanies bigotry," Melinda Kanner writes. But Scoppettone--
obviously--didn't mean anything negative: She simply wanted to
write a book exploring the topic of rape.

When it first came ouL, Happy Endings was ignored by many
critics. Scoppettone believes this was precisely because of the
lesbian content. She remembers. she says, getting a terrible
review from a woman writer, only to find out later that before this
woman wrote her review, her daughter had married--and been
dumped by--a gay man.

Scoppettone's next adult book was Such /V,ce People, a frightening
novel about a teen boy who turns into a killer almost overnight.
The story was somewhat inspired, she says, by news stories about
murderers, in which "somebody on the block would say, 'I don't
understand; he's just A Nice, Quiet &oy...."'

In fact, the original title was A Nice, Quiet Boy, but Putnam,
Scoppettone's publishing company at the time, changed it,
because they thought it sounded too much like a young adult title.

And that wasn't the only thing they had problems with.

"The original ending was that everybody died, except him, and he
got away with [murdering them].,.. Well, forget it. They wouldn't
let me do it. And that was the only time in my career that [a
companyl has ever made me make a big change like that."

As she told author M.E. Kerr, in the blog Confessions of an
Idiosyncratic Mind, it took a while for her to realize that Some
Unknown Person, Such Nice People, and her next adult book,
Innocent Bystanders, were all crime novels, and that she wanted '
to write more of them.

Franklin Watts published her fourth crime novel, A Creative Kind of
Killer, in 1984, under the pseudonym lack Early.
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